VN PET PRODUCTS BRINGS YOU

THE CRAFTY VET PROJECT
Welcome to The Crafty Vet Project!

We have made a small business out of our passion for making things and want you to enjoy the same feeling that we get by creating or making something yourself.

As retired Vet Nurses we know how stressful the veterinary profession can be. It isn’t easy doing what we do trying to cope with long hours, stressful situations and patients that can’t be saved. That’s why we are raising money for Vetlife by giving veterinary professionals (and anyone else that wants to be involved!) the chance to switch off and get stuck into making something that you can be proud of! Hopefully it may even lead to a new hobby.

Vetlife is a veterinary mental health and well-being charity that is here to support veterinary professionals through the tough times. Whether you are suffering from stress and fatigue that we ALL experience through our careers or are experiencing a more serious mental health issue then Vetlife have a fantastic range of resources to help you through.

But they can’t do it without the continued support of financial backing and fundraisers like this one. It is time for everyone to get involved...you never know when you might need them!

We are proud that £3 from the sale of every craft kit goes directly to Vetlife. So whether you decide to crochet a cat, create a candle or brew a beer your donation will go to where it’s needed most all while having a bit of fun with your new project!

Don’t forget to share your progress on social media with the hashtag #craftyvetproject

Happy crafting people!

Sarah and Zoe
VN Pet Products
HOW IT WORKS

How do I order?
Simply go to www.vnpetproducts.co.uk and click on the 'Craft Corner' tab. There you can browse our range of kits and purchase whatever you like.

How many projects can we do?
You can do as many as you like! Our aim is to keep the Craft Corner open for the year until our next fundraiser so you can visit it again whenever you like.

How does my money get to Vetlife?
£3 from the sale of each kit will go to Vetlife. We will be adding up your donations and giving them to Vetlife every month through the year. If you would like to know how much money we are raising then follow us on Facebook and Instagram or keep an eye out on the Vet Times.

Can we get our clients involved?
Absolutely!...the more that are involved the money money we raise. Why not put a sign and copy of our brochure on your front reception desk or do a Facebook post?

How long will it take to arrive?
We will get our kits sent out to you as soon as possible but we are only ordering from our stockists as we go rather than keeping a large stock so bear with us!

I have another question
We would love to hear from you! Send us an email at vnpetproducts@gmail.com
Cats Eyes Cross Stitch Kit

The perfect kit for any cat lover! Contains everything you need including Aida fabric, threads, needle and easy to follow coloured key pattern. 14” x 9.5”

£23.20

Puppy Cross Stitch Kit

Have a go at stitching this little guy! Contains everything you need including Aida fabric, threads, needle and easy to follow coloured key pattern. 10” x 13.5”

£23.20

Tiger Cross Stitch Kit

Stitch the king of the jungle! Contains everything you need including Aida fabric, threads, needle and easy to follow coloured key pattern. 10.5” x 10.5”

£23.20
Hedgepig Cross Stitch Kit

Super cute and super spikey but not for a beginner unless you fancy a challenge!
Contains everything you need including Aida fabric, threads, needle and easy to follow coloured key pattern. 10.5" x 10"
£23.20

Otter Love Cross Stitch Kit

Who doesn't love otters?! Contains everything you need including Aida fabric, threads, needle and easy to follow coloured key pattern. 11" x 8"
£23.20
Aimee the Giraffe Crochet Kit

A perfect project for yourself or present for a newborn. Choose from 3 lovely colours. This kit contains wool, stuffing, crochet hook, needle and detailed pattern leaflet

£29.85

Cat Crochet Kit

A puurfect way to craft your own cat! Choose from 6 different colour patterns. This kit contains wool, stuffing, crochet hook, needle and detailed pattern leaflet

£29.85

Arthur and Betsy Crochet Kit

Enjoy crocheting this pair of Mr and Mrs bunnies. This kit contains wool, stuffing, crochet hook, needle and detailed pattern leaflet

£30.75
Alfred the Lion Crochet Kit

We love Alfred...why not give him a go! This kit contains wool, stuffing, crochet hook, needle and detailed pattern leaflet 27cm high on completion.

£29.85

Unicorn Crochet Kit

Unicorns do exist because you can crochet one! This kit contains wool, stuffing, crochet hook, needle and detailed pattern leaflet 27cm high on completion.

£29.85
French Bulldog Paint by Numbers Kit

Have a go at painting this gorgeous French Bulldog. This easy paint by numbers kit might even turn you into a budding artist!

A4 size.

£20.30

Cat Paint by Numbers Kit

Have a go at painting this sweet cat's face! This easy paint by numbers kit might even turn you into a budding artist.

A4 size.

£20.35
Calligraphy Starter Set

Study the art of calligraphy with this beautiful modern calligraphy starter set. Contains step-by-step guide, practice sheets, pen and nibs, pen stand and different inks.

£28.10

Wildlife Wonders colouring book

Immerse yourself in this beautiful Wildlife Wonders colouring book by Milly Marotta. Perfect for those stressful work days.

£13.60
CRAFT KITS

Votive Candle Kit

Make your own votive candles with this lovely kit. Contains 6 glass votives, wicks, stirrers, wax, labels and full step by step instructions.

£15.40

Llama Needle Felting Kit

Get stuck into the world of needle felting with this Llama. Great for beginners, this kit contains polystyrene base, felting wool, felting needles, pre-cut felt pieces and full instructions.

£11.25

Penguin Needle Felting Kit

Get stuck into the world of needle felting with this Penguin. Great for beginners, this kit contains polystyrene base, felting wool, felting needles, pre-cut felt pieces and full instructions.

£11.25
Dachshund Cushion

Add a little hand made touch to your home with this Dachshund cushion kit. Contains, pre-cut fabric, polyester wadding and needle.

£15.40

Sheep Scarf Kit

This is a lovely easy kit for someone that has never knitted before. It comes with a pre-made head and legs, all you need to do is knit the strip in the middle!

£13.90
Decoupage Piggy Bank Kit

The perfect kit for a rainy day! Decoupage is the art of decorating an item using coloured papers and glue. Give it a go with this piggy bank kit! What will you save for?

£17.20

Organic Soap Making Kit

This lovely organic soap making kit gives you everything you need to make your own soaps including fragrances and aromatic flowers

£23.80

Bath Bomb Making Kit

Make your own bath bombs and soak away the day with this fantastic kit.

£17.20
Halloumi and Feta Kit

Ever fancied making your own cheese? Well now you can give it a go with this easy to use kit. Containing everything you need to make these Greek classics including recipes on what to do with it afterwards!

£22.50

Mozzerella and Ricotta Kit

Ever fancied making your own cheese? Well now you can give it a go with this easy to use kit. Containing everything you need to make great Italian classics including recipes on what to do with it afterwards!

£22.50

Vegan Cheese Making Kit

The ultimate vegan delight! Get stuck in to making your own vegan cheese with this easy to use kit. Contains recipes to make several types of cheese.

£27.50
CRAFT KITS

Lager Beer Making Kit

Summer’s on its way so why not enter into the trendy world of micro-brewing with this lager making kit. Easy to follow instructions that makes 40 pints of lager.

£36.10

IPA Beer Making Kit

Summer’s on its way so why not enter into the trendy world of micro-brewing with this IPA making kit. Easy to follow instructions that makes 40 pints of IPA.

£36.10